70ft Dome: Nakshatra
Thiruvonam
Thiruvonam supports intellectual pursuits. This
vibrational frequency and wave length is excellent for
seminars, education, etc. It enhances one's ability to
comprehend higher and hidden knowledge with spiritual
as well as practical truths. It is excellent for charitable
causes and for the attainment of positive and balanced
wealth and fame. Dedication with courage in a worthy
cause is both strongly supported in this wave length,
and through such a commitment prosperity and success
will released in new and
sometimes surprising ways. All worthy endeavours which tend towards the benefit all life will be
blessed through the power of the universal energy grid (the connection with this grid is greatly
enhanced by the correct placement of the entrance door: please see below for instructions for this
alignment). The south direction is emphasized here and is recommended for the placement and
alignment of the main entrance door. This southerly emphasis dynamically supports all
endeavour, spiritual and material;
commercial, the arts, relationships, health and communications when these are undertaken
through the soul's desire and intention to benefit all life, in all its forms. The heart tends to be
opened in very deep ways when time is spent in this frequency. This opening serves to reconnect
the inner consciousness with the higher awareness and the expanded connections of the soul
which supersede the seeming limitations of time and space. Inner heart based intuitive actions,
ventures and decisions are supported with potential of bringing great benefits to all involved.
Balance and peace between factions and unity between dimensions are nurtured and empowered.
The primary emphasis is the “re-emerging” and “merging” of all spiritual, emotional, and
physical creativity and enjoyment in every experience of life.
Instructions for aligning the main entrance door to assist in maximizing the structure's
conduction of the natural and powerful energies of the terrestrial and celestial energy grid
systems. The qualities of this Nakshatra are enhanced by placing the Entry Door on the south of
the structure and facing 2 degrees west of true south (true south is 180 degrees from true north,
not magnetic north). This is accomplished by turning the entire structure until this alignment for
the Entry is obtained.

